
White Flash
The White-Revealing Cure 

a new light on beauty
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La Colline crée White Flash, la première Cure Créatrice de Lumière

Situés au pied des Alpes suisses dans un environnement d’une rare pureté, les Laboratoires de Recherche Cellulaire La Colline  
œuvrent depuis une quinzaine d’années pour comprendre la mécanique du Temps. Fidèle à son sens de l’Exception, la 
marque “made in Switzerland” La Colline perpétue son engagement pour l’innovation et révolutionne aujourd’hui les soins  
éclaircissants avec White Flash. Pour la première fois, ce Traitement Intensif Lumière :

Avec White Flash, les résultats sont spectaculaires sur le teint. Grâce à la présence du Complexe CMAge®,  
Première Technologie de Précision qui allie reprogrammation et ré-oxygénation cellulaires, et d’un cocktail riche 
en actifs clarifiants, la peau est éclairée d’une nouvelle jeunesse et les rides et ridules sont délicatement gommées.  
Affranchie de ses taches brunes, la peau du visage est parfaitement uniforme, lumineuse et radieuse. 

-  Offre 1 action sélective éclaircissante sur les taches brunes pour un teint plus uniforme et un contraste entre les taches  
et le reste du teint réduit,

- Cible 2 pigments -la mélanine et la lipofuscine- grâce à des actifs issus d’une cosmétologie de pointe,

-  Propose 3 étapes synergiques pour une efficacité éclaircissante exponentielle conçue en trois temps forts : révéler,  
illuminer et unifier.

1 
Révéler

2 
Illuminer

3 
Unifier

Lux-Factor + Complexe CMAge
® = Teint Opalescent

La Colline creates White Flash, the first White-Revealing Cure 

Located in the foothills of the Swiss Alps in a natural setting of rare purity, La Colline Cellular Research Laboratories strive to 
understand the workings of time. Remaining faithful to its ideal of exceptional skincare, La Colline, the “Made in Switzerland”  
brand, perpetuates its commitment to innovation and revolutionizes today clarifying skincare thanks to White Flash, 
White Intensive Treatment which, for the first time:

With White Flash, the results on the complexion are spectacular. Thanks to the CMAge® Complex, First Precision  
Technology that combines cellular reprogramming with reoxygenation, and to a clarifying blend of very active  
substances, the complexion exudes a magnificent radiance, resplendent with youthful beauty. The face looks fairer,  
more even and translucent.

-  Delivers 1 selective action to lighten dark spots for a more even, unified complexion and to reduce the difference in tone 
between dark spots and the rest of the face.

- Targets 2 pigments - melanin and lipofuscin - with active ingredients derived from leading-edge cosmetology.

-  Proposes  3  synergistic steps for exponential lightening effects - prepare the skin, clarify the complexion, reduce spots.

1 
Revealing

2 
Clarifying

3 
Unifying

LUX-Factor + CMAge® Complex = a fair, even, translucent complexion



Unsightly spots: Research has discovered 2 responsible pigments

White Flash : Three crucial steps for a spotless complexion

Whatever their age or skin type, all women are affected by the appearance of pigmentation spots. Main causes?  
Two pigments called melanin and lipofuscin.

Melanin pigments are naturally present in the epidermis. They serve various purposes, including protecting the skin against 
external stress factors, especially ultraviolet radiation. Anomalies in its synthesis and distribution can trigger localized  
hyperpigmentation (unsightly dark spots), a phenomenon that most often occurs on the face, hands and neckline.

The cells also produce another pigment, lipofuscin. A complex formation of accumulated oxidized proteins, it appears  
when the proteasome system (the cells’ “recycling plant”) begins to lose its effectiveness. As the skin ages, its proteins  
are no longer broken down properly and their residues aggregate with other metabolic products, forming lipofuscin. The  
accumulation of this pigment leads to the appearance of dark spots, commonly called “age spots”.

STEP1:  prepare the skin with WHITE STARTER 

A blend of fruit acids, including lactic acid, this Radiance Revealing Essence stimulates cellular  
regeneration and eliminates the pigments that accumulate on the skin’s surface.

With its marvellous exfoliating effect, it gently prepares the skin for the upcoming clarifying action.

Thoroughly cleansed and devoid of its dead cells, the skin is more luminous and perfectly receptive to 
the subsequent steps in the treatment.

STEP 2: clarify the complexion with WHITE ACTIVATOR   

This intense Complexion Clarifying Serum draws the incomparable lightening and anti-free radical power 
of vitamin C. Boosted by zinc PCA, which facilitates its transport to the heart of the cells, it reduces the 
overall synthesis of melanin and promotes cellular regeneration.

Found in highly-concentrated powder form, it is isolated from the rest of the active ingredients in an  
airtight cap. A simple “click” on the cap allows the release of the vitamin C, which mixes with the serum 
containing the anti-aging CMAge® Complex.

As a result, the complexion is fairer and more radiant. The face glows with newfound youthful beauty.

STEP 3: reduce spots with WHITE INTENSIFIER 

After applying the serum, this Anti-Dark Spot Unifying Cream delivers the revolutionary  
effects of LUX-Factor (Lightening Ultimate X-Factor), a combination of leading-edge  
cosmetological active ingredients. Developed to limit the mechanism of hyperpigmentation at its 
source, LUX-Factor wields a dual action:

-  Inhibiting tyrosine kinase, the enzyme responsible for communication signals which activate the 
process of melanin production;

-  Blocking the production of free radicals while stimulating the proteasomes, the cell’s cleaning and 
recycling system that digests cellular residues, hence eliminating lipofuscin.

The selective actions on pigmentation flaws help visibly reduce the difference in tone between 
dark spots and the rest of the face, for a perfectly even complexion.



Scientifically proven effectiveness

In Vitro tests 

Melanin synthesis reduced by   79%
*

Increase in the clearing action on lipofuscin  70%
**

In Vivo test*** 

The lightening effect is stronger on age spots than on normally pigmented skin. 

The contrast between the pigmentation spots and the complexion is reduced by  37% 
This leads to a more even skin tone.

Use tests****
Pigmentation spots are reduced: 73%
Complexion is more uniform and more luminous: 82%
Skin is smoother: 91%

Instructions: For a translucent complexion

White Flash is a five-week cure, during which  the use of a sun protective cream is recommended in the morning.

THE 1ST WEEk  (day & night)

1st STEP with  White Starter

Apply six drops of White Starter over the entire face and neck and massage gently in circular motion, under the usual everyday 
serum and cream.  

THE 4 SUbSEqUENT WEEkS (day & night)

Use a new bottle of White Activator and a new jar of White Intensifier every week.

2nd STEP with White Activator

Before using each new bottle, the serum must be activated: press the white cap firmly to release the powder and shake well 
to mix it with the serum. Use the fingertips to spread the dropper’s content over the entire face and neck. Massage gently 
until complete absorption. 

3rd STEP with White Intensifier

After the application of White Activator, spread small dabs of White Intensifier over the entire face and neck, avoiding the 
area around the eyes.  

Depending on the skin’s needs, the White Flash treatment can be repeated two or three times per year.

* Evaluation by spectrophotometry on cultured fibroblasts
**   Evaluation by measuring the luminescent signal on cultured fibroblast
*** and **** Clinical test conducted under dermatological control on 22 women with twice-daily application for 35 days.
*** Chromametric measurements (ITA) on pigmentation spots and complexion.
**** Self-evaluation test. Percentage of positive responses.

The cure comes in an elegant case containing an 8 ml dropper bottle of White Starter, four 8 ml bottles of White Activator, with an airtight  
compartment in the cap to preserve vitamin C, and four 7 ml jars of White Intensifier.


